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Objective:
Soft actuators producing large motion in a
short time is mainly based on stretchable
polymers actuated by pneumatic pressure. But
such systems consist of bulky components like
motor, pump/compressor, tubes and valves.
Here, we developed a fast-responding large-
amplitude soft actuator based on a liquid-gas
phase transition, resulting in a compact system.

Methods:
The required pressure is generated solely by
the electrically induced phase transition of a
fluid in a cavity. We pay special attention to
design variables to improve the response time
and propose a new design for the electrodes
which are the most critical components.

Results:
Our bending actuator produces large motion in
less than 7 seconds using a low voltage source
(less than 50V), which is much faster than
previously reported soft actuator based on
phase transition.
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Abstract

In this work we describe an autonomous soft-bodied robot that is both self-contained and capable of rapid,
continuum-body motion. We detail the design, modeling, fabrication, and control of the soft fish, focusing on
enabling the robot to perform rapid escape responses. The robot employs a compliant body with embedded
actuators emulating the slender anatomical form of a fish. In addition, the robot has a novel fluidic actuation
system that drives body motion and has all the subsystems of a traditional robot onboard: power, actuation,
processing, and control. At the core of the fish’s soft body is an array of fluidic elastomer actuators. We design
the fish to emulate escape responses in addition to forward swimming because such maneuvers require rapid
body accelerations and continuum-body motion. These maneuvers showcase the performance capabilities of
this self-contained robot. The kinematics and controllability of the robot during simulated escape response
maneuvers are analyzed and compared with studies on biological fish. We show that during escape responses,
the soft-bodied robot has similar input–output relationships to those observed in biological fish. The major
implication of this work is that we show soft robots can be both self-contained and capable of rapid
body motion.

Introduction

Body compliance is a salient feature in many natural
systems. Compliant bodies offer inherent robustness to

uncertainty, adaptability to environmental variation, and the
capacity to redirect and distribute applied forces. In an effort
to make machines more capable, our aim is to exploit this
principle and design softness into robots.

In this work, we advance soft robotics by providing
a method for creating and controlling autonomous, self-
contained, soft-bodied systems. Specifically, we introduce a
novel self-contained fluidic actuation system and control al-
gorithms used to deliver continuum motion in soft robots. We
demonstrate this soft actuation in a case study by building an
autonomous soft-bodied robotic fish powered by an onboard
energy source (Fig. 1). The fish is novel in that it uses a soft
continuum body and an innovative fluidic actuation system
for the soft body and has onboard autonomy. All power, ac-
tuation, and computational systems are located onboard. The
continuum body has an embedded flexible spine and em-
bedded anatomically proportioned musclelike actuators. The
robot is capable of forward swimming and performing agile

maneuvers, scaled versions of an escape response.* A fish
was chosen as a case study because it naturally exhibits
continuum-body curvature, rapid motion during an escape
response,1,2 a compliant posterior that bends under hydro-
dynamic resistance,3 and an anterior suitable for housing ri-
gid supporting hardware.

We have evaluated the forward swimming and escape re-
sponse maneuver of this soft robot in a suite of experiments.
Extensive kinematic data have been collected on the escape
response, and we compare the performance of the robot with
various studies on biological fish. We show that our robotic
system, although on a different time scale, is able to emulate
the basic structure of an escape response and that the
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*Escape response maneuvers are characterized by rapid body
accelerations over very short durations and that often involve the
body initially bending into a ‘‘C’’ shape.1 Among vertebrates, these
are some of the most rapid maneuvers4 and subject of frequent
study. The extremely agile behavior exhibited by fish during escape
response maneuvers is central to predator–prey interactions,5 and
accordingly escape response performance carries marked ecological
significance.6–9 Recently, the hydrodynamics of the maneuver have
been explored in great detail.2
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